We encourage and support new ideas and are always seeking to improve the quality of patients’
lifes.
Qmedics AG is a privately held, independent Swiss medical technology company founded in
2008. We develop and manufacture stents, stent systems and balloon dilatation catheters. Our
portfolio offers standard and customized products, solutions and technologies. With our passion
for life, we focus on innovation and enhancement the concept of endovascular implants.
We are looking for an experienced and responsible person to strengthen our team

Quality Technician 100%
Your Responsibilities
As a member of a small team of quality experts, you will actively support the quality and
production departments in various aspects.
You are primarily responsible for performing incoming goods-, sub-assembly and final device
inspections. They are planned, processed and recorded by you self-responsibly. You will also
initiate and process deviation reports.
You will also support the QMB in collecting and processing quality indicators. In addition, you
support the QMB by processing complaints (NC and CAPA). By means of precise data collection
and recording, you identify optimization potential and introduce corrective and preventive
measures into the CIP.
Your Qualifications
 Completed technical vocational training
 Further training as a technician or quality assistant or as a quality specialist would be an
advantage
 At least 5 years professional experience in QMS - QS in the medical device industry
 Experience in measurement technology an advantage
 Strong quality awareness
 Exact and independent mode of operation, resilient and reliable
 Flexible and open to new ideas
 Safe handling of MS Office applications
 Good knowledge of German and English (written and spoken)
You will find a challenging position in a motivated expert team. Qmedics AG is a growing
innovative company with the ambition to make a substantial contribution to a world where
everyone enjoys life without limitations.
We look forward to receiving your application at HR@qmedics.ch to the attention of our HR
Manager Mrs. Monica Baumann. Please note, that we do not work with recruitment agencies to
fill this vacancy. Only direct applications will be considered.
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